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In Meditation I, Descartes considers whether it is reasonable to doubt that he
is seated by the fare attired in a dressing gown. He writes
But in thinking over this I remind myself that on m a n y occasions I have in sleep been
deceived b y similar illusions,and in dwelling carefully on this reflection I see so manifest- '
ly that there are no certain indications b y which we m a y clearly distinguish wakefulness
from sleep that I am lost in a s t o n i s h m e n t . 1

What is the argument in this passage? Is it sound? This paper is a response to
these questions. I isolate the argument in Section I. In Section II, I maintain
that it ultimately depends upon a fallacy, namely, the inference from the fact
that I can believe that I am wide awake when I am asleep to the conclusion
that I cannot know that I am wide awake when I am wide awake. Being wide
awake, ! maintain, is self-recognizing: I know that I am wide awake when I do
because I am wide awake, and this is compatible with my mistakenly believing
I am wide awake when I am not. But is the knowledge that I am awake sufficient to enable me to know that I am not dreaming? I consider this question
in Section III and conclude that if dreams are hallucinations there is no
epistemological advantage to knowing that I am awake. In Section IV, I
present an account of dreaming which, if true, solves the skeptical problem.
I argue that this account is more plausible than its rivals.

What is the argument in this passage? Let's prov&ionally take Descartes's
pronouncement that there are no certain indications by which we may clearly
distinguish wakefulness from sleep as the major premiss. We complete the
argument by adding the premiss that if there are no such indications then we
cannot tell for certain that we aren't dreaming. This, combined with the first,
leads to the consequence that we can never tell for certain that we are awake.
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nificant revision of Descartes's argument since (according to Markie) Descartes
presents "(On) many occasions I have in sleep been deceived by similar
illusions..." as his first premiss.2 However the passage alludes to the argument
more than states it; there is considerable room for interpretation. Descartes's
observation that he has been deceived in dreams may function not as a premiss
but as background for an argument that is contained in the rest of the sentence.
This is the way to read the passage if we are to be charitable to Descartes. The
simple fact that Descartes has been deceived in dreams cannot, by itself, entail
that there are no certain indications, for certain indications might exist and
Descartes could be deceived nonetheless because he doesn't know what they
are or uses them carelessly. Descartes believes that dwelling carefully on his
past deception reveals some special feature of dreaming which precludes the
existence of certain indications entirely, however knowledgeable and careful
he may be. Surely that feature is this: whatever the indication of wakefulness,
it is possible that I am merely dreaming that it is present whenever I believe it
is. Descartes doesn't bother to spell this out; he is moving quickly at this
point in the Meditations and reckons the point will be sufficiently obvious to
his reader. This is a plausible interpretation and it attributes a stronger argument to Descartes; if so, we ought to construe Markie's account as the revision.
Supposing the major premiss of Descartes's argument is "there are no
certain indications by which we may clearly distinguish wakefulness from
sleep" (call this A), what does it mean? George Nakhnikian construes A to
assert that "if a contingent proposition entails that a certain man is not
dreaming, then it is possible that in his dream that man attentively believes
that that proposition is true".3 Nakhnikian takes this claim to be a necessary
truth, following from the "everyday conception of dreams" .4
The trouble with this account of A is that it simply isn't what Descartes
says. When Descartes asserts that there are no certain indications he means
that there is no indubitable or certain proposition that entails that he is
awake. Nakhnikian's account of A doesn't mention certainty; he seems to
have confused A with its ground. Nevertheless, Nakhnikian would surely
maintain that his account of A is logically equivalent to A, that these statements mutually entail each other with the addition of only necessarily true
propositions. For instance, the entailment from the account of A to A itself
could be set out in the following argument:
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(1) If a contingent proposition entails that a certain man is not dreaming,
then it is possible that in his dream that man attentively believes that that
proposition is true.
(2) It is incorrigible for S at t that p if and only if "At t S attentively
believes that p " entails "At t it is true that p ".
Therefore, by (1) and (2)
(3) Every contingent proposition that entails that a certain man is not
dreaming is corrigible for that man whenever he believes it.
(4) A contingent proposition is certain and indubitable for S at t only if
that proposition is incorrigible for S at t (or is entailed by another proposition that is incorrigible for S at t).
Therefore, by (3) and (4)
(5) No contingent proposition that entails that a particular man is not
dreaming is certain and indubitable for that man when he believes it.
(6) The proposition that a certain man is not dreaming is not entailed
by any necessary truth (that is, it is contingent).
Therefore, by (5) and (6)
(7) There is no indubitable and certain proposition that entails that S
is not dreaming at t. (Descartes's A).
Here premiss (1) is Naktmikian's account of A. Premiss (2) defines incorrigibility.5 Premiss (4) makes the bridge between incorrigibility and
certainty that enables us to get to A. Nakhnikian identifies indubitable certainty with incorrigibility; 6 plainly this identification is an essential underpinning of the Dreaming Argument. Premiss (6) is necessary. But now we are
close to a new formulation of the Dreaming Argument itself. We add another
necessary truth:
(8) "I am not dreaming now" entails that I am not dreaming now.
Therefore, by (7) and (8)
(9) I cannot be certain that I am not dreaming now. 7
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II

We have arrived at the argument to which I believe Descartes alludes in the
Meditations; it appears in The Theaetetus as well. 8 I believe this is the Dreaming Argument, the logical skeleton which ultimately underlies all appeals to
dreaming as a source of skepticism. Is it sound? I believe that premisses (1),
(2), (6), and (8) are unassailable; further the argument is valid. But is premiss
(4) true? What connection is there, if any, between corrigibility and uncertainty? It might seem easy to show that corrigibility entails uncertainty
by the following argument. Suppose that p is corrigible for S at t. It follows
that
(1) It is logically possible that S attentively believes p at t and p is false
(by definition of incorrigibility).
(2) If S's evidence for p at t entails p then (1) is false.
Therefore
(3) S's evidence for p does not entail p.
(4) If S's evidence for p does not entail p then p is dubitable for S.
Therefore
(5) p is dubitable for S at t.
Plainly (2) is false. Suppose that E is S's evidence for p and E entails p. Then
there is no possible world in which S believes p on account of E and p is false.
Nonetheless, there are other possible worlds in which S believes p at t on the
basis of different evidence G (which he mistakenly believes is conclusive)
and p is false. But this is sufficient for the truth of (1), and so (1) is consistent
with the assertion that S's evidence for p at t entails p. Of course if S's
evidence for p is inconclusive in all possible worlds then p is corrigible for S
at t. But the converse is false. Corrigibility only requires that S's evidence for
p at t couM be inconclusive, not that it is.
However this suggests another far more powerful argument for the conclusion that corrigibility entails uncertainty.
(1) Suppose that S believes attentively p at t on the basis of E, E entails
p, and p is corrigible for S at t.
Therefore
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(2) There is a possible world W in which S believes attentively p at t on
the basis of evidence S believes is conclusive and nonetheless p is false.
Therefore
(3) S knows that E is conclusive for p only if S knows that a (the actual
world) isn't W.
Therefore
(4) S knows that E is conclusive for p only if S has additional evidence
that p: there must be a test or criterion to show that a isn't W.
(5) But p is indubitable for S at t only if S knows that he has conclusive
evidence for p.
Therefore, by (4) and (5)
(6) p is indubitable for S at t only if there is a proposition q which describes
this additional evidence such that q entails p.
(7) If q is corrigible for S at t then the argument repeats for q.
Therefore, by (6) and (7)
(8) p is dubitable for S at t (unless there is a proposition q which is incorrigible for S at t such that q entails p).
Is the inference from (3) to (4) valid? Certainly (3) is true; it is logically
equivalent to the innocuous claim that if S knows that E is conclusive for p
then S knows that a isn't W. This provides us a strategy: we can show that
the inference from (3) to (4) is invalid if we can give an account of how S
can know both that E is conclusive for p and that a isn't W solely on the basis
of E, an account which, at the same time, is consistent with the fact that p
is corrigible for S at t. For then S will know that a isn't W without additional
evidence.
Supposing, then, that S believes that E is conclusive for p, how can he
know that his belief is true and that a isn't W solely on the basis of E? Of
course he can attend to his evidence and consider whether it is conclusive,
but he does the same thing in W and gets it wrong. How does S know this
isn't W? But suppose that S is in a mental condition (C) which is sufficient to
enable him to recognize the fact that E entails p; then he won't get it wrong.
But the trouble is, S must know that he is in C if he is to know that he
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recognizes that E entails p - in W he mistakenly believes that he recognizes
t h i s - and he must know it solely on the basis of E. But suppose that p
asserts that S is in C. Then, as E entails p (by premiss (1)), it follows that
S is in C, and this (by hypothesis) is sufficient to enable him to recognize
that E entails p. But then S recognizes that he is in C, hence he knows that
he knows that p. Consequently S knows that a isn't W solely on the basis
o r E ; he needs no additional evidence.
In W, on the other hand, S attentively believes that p when p is false. That
is, S believes that he is in a mental condition which enables him to recognize
that his evidence that he is in this condition is conclusive, and he is not. This
explains why S gets things wrong in W: when he is not in C then he is at an
epistemological disadvantage on account of which he can believe attentively
that he is in C and not detect his mistake. Therefore the attentive belief that
p does not entail p : it is logically possible that the belief is mistaken, but
when S has conclusive evidence that p then S knows that p solely on the basis
of the evidence to which he is attending. Here corrigibility is consistent with
indubitable certainty.
Suppose, for example, that S is wide awake at t: his mental faculties are
operating m a x i m a l l y - he is lucid, alert, attentive, and clear.headed. Suppose
that his mental processes manifest these virtues in abundance and that nothing
is happening that would lead S to believe that this is not the case. Therefore
S has conclusive evidence that he is wide awake. But anyone wide awake who
has conclusive evidence that he is wide awake is thereby enabled to recognize
that he is wide awake. Being wide awake is the mental condition that is
sufficient to enable S to recognize that his evidence that he is wide awake is
conclusive. And anyone who isn't wide awake might well believe that he is
wide awake when he isn't. Therefore S's belief that he is wide awake is
corrigible, but when he has conclusive evidence that his belief is true he
knows it because he is wide awake.
We may say (provisionally) that R is a self-recognizing state if
(1)

(2)

R essentially involves an epistemological virtue which is sufficient
to enable the subject to recognize that he is in R whenever his
evidence is conclusive, and further,
not-R necessarily involves a corresponding defect on account of
which S may believe that he is in R and not be able to detect his
mistake.
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S is in a self-recognizing state when he is wide awake. Therefore, when p is
the proposition "S has conclusive evidence that he is wide awake" and p is
true, then p is indubitable for S at t even though p is corrigible for S at t.
We may say that a proposition is T-incorrigible for S at t if and only if p is
corrigible for S at t, and the fact that p is true entails that S knows that p.
The proposition "S has conclusive evidence that he is wide awake" is Tincorrigible for S for every t.
It is worth noting that none of this entails that S knows whenever he is
wide awake. For if S is confronted with events which appear to violate the
laws of nature (e.g., he is suddenly confronted by a man he believes is long
dead) then S may doubt that he is wide awake even though he is. Here S
has evidence that he is not wide awake for he has reason to believe these
events aren't really happening. We may stipulate that S's evidence that he is
wide awake is conclusive if and only if none of it appears to S to count as
evidence to the contrary and, further, it entails that S is wide awake. All that
follows from the fact that being wide awake is self-recognizing is that S
knows he is wide awake whenever he has conclusive evidence that he is wide
awake.
There is another feature of being wide awake that is worth capturing:
if S is wide awake and no evidence is revealed to him to the contrary, then he
has conclusive evidence that he is wide awake. That is, when none of my
evidence appears to count as evidence to the contrary, and I am wide awake,
my evidence cannot fail to entail that I am wide awake. Let us generalize this
and add it to the other two conditions for a self-recognizing state:
(3)

If S is in R and no evidence is revealed to him to the contrary
then his evidence that he is in R is conclusive.

It follows that S knows for certain that he is in a self-recognizing state whenever he is in one and no evidence is revealed to him that he isn't?
The addition of (3) gives our definition considerable bite. Intelligence is
excluded, for example, for when S displays intelligence and no evidence is
revealed to him to the contrary, he still needn't recognize that he is displaying
intelligence. Beginning philosophy students sometimes display considerable
intelligence without realizing it because they cannot yet distinguish intelligent
from foolish comments. Further, the claim that S is intelligent can be true of
S when he is sleeping or unconscious. Intelligence is the ability to behave
intelligently: abilities needn't be manifest to exist. There will be plenty of
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occasions, therefore, on which it is true of S that he is intelligent, S has no
evidence to the contrary, and no evidence is revealed to S that he is intelligent either. By contrast, being wide awake is never latent; barring counterevidence it is always manifest to the subject.
Veridical perception is another epistemological virtue that isn't selfrecognizing. It is constituted by the fact that my experience is caused by its
o b j e c t - a state of affairs external to my consciousness- hence it is inaccessible to me except by experiences that could have been caused by something else. No matter what S's sense-perceptions are like there is a possible
world in which S has qualitatively similar experiences that aren't veridical.
Therefore, the fact that S has veridical perception is never sufficient to enable
S to recognize that his experience is veridical, because the evidence is never
conclusive. This accounts for the corrigibility of perceptual claims.
By contrast, being wide awake does not depend upon a relationship to
something external to S's mind: its presence is constituted by a constellation
of qualities of consciousness. But these qualities of consciousness are immediately accessible to a consciousness that manifests them in abundance;
barring counter-evidence, such a consciousness is self-recognizing. Here the
evidence is conclusive: the corrigibility of my belief depends wholly upon the
fact that there is a possible word in which I mistakenly believe that I am
wide awake because I am not. This is consistent with the fact that I know
that I am wide awake right now (and know this isn't that world) solely on the
basis of the evidence to which I am attending, that is, because I am wide
awake.
How does all of this affect the debate with the skeptic? Suppose that being
wide awake is self-recognizing and that S has conclusive evidence that he is
wide awake. It follows that S is wide awake and, as this is sufficient to enable
S to recognize that his evidence is conclusive, he knows that he is wide awake,
hence he knows that he doesn't believe that he is wide awake because he is
asleep. Thus, when the skeptic asks S "How do you know that you are wide
awake?" the correct response is "I have conclusive evidence that I am wide
awake". As the response is true, S knows it. The skeptic continues "But
how do you know that you don't believe that your evidence is conclusive
because you are asleep?" Again the correct response is "I have conclusive
evidence that I am wide awake". This is correct because S knows the response
is true and its truth is sufficient for S to know that he doesn't believe that his
evidence is conclusive because he is asleep.
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Does the response beg the question against the skeptic? Certainly S knows
that he has conclusive evidence that he is wide awake only if he knows he
isn't asleep. But, as we have seen, this simply means that ifS knows his evidence
is conclusive then he knows he isn't asleep. The response begs the question
only if S must first know that he is not asleep in order to know that it is true;
knowing the former must be an epistemological precondition for knowing the
latter. For then, when S asserts that he has conclusive evidence that he is
wide awake, he is assuming that he is not asleep, and this is the issue in question. But if being wide awake is self-recognizing, the truth o f the response is
sufficient for S to know that he is not asleep. Therefore, as the response is
true, S knows that his evidence is conclusive without assuming anything; so
he doesn't beg the question. The skeptic, on the other hand, must maintain
that even when S is wide awake and has no counter-evidence, he cannot know
it. If being wide awake is self-recognizing, this view is incoherent.
The skeptic might try to rephrase the matter in this way: "Right now you
believe that you have conclusive evidence that you are wide awake. Your
belief is either true or false. If it is false you are deluded. If it is true you
know it and know that you know it and so on. But how do you know which
it is?" S responds: "You admit that if my belief is true I know it and know
that I know it and so on. Very well, it is true and that is how I know which it
is. You are not maintaining that my belief is false; for all you know, this is
the right answer and I know it. I can't prove to you that I know it is correct,
but why should that bother me? Whether I can prove it to you or not, it is
the truth of the matter and I know it." If being wide awake is self-recognizing,
when S is wide awake he knows that this response is true.

III

I know that I am wide awake now because I am wide awake: my condition is
self-recognizing. But here we must face a difficulty: If I know that I am wide
awake, does it follow that I know that I am not dreaming? The propositions
"S is wide awake" and "S is dreaming" are hardly contradictories: both can
be false. Can they both be true as well? David and Jean Beer Blumenfeld
write
But it should be pointed out that we also speak of daydreams, and the dreams of an
opium eater (some of whose hallucinatory experiences occur when he is awake). So it is
not clear that an experience must occur during sleep in order to count as a dream. 1~
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Further, even supposing that it is part of the concept of dreaming that dreams
are experiences of a certain kind that occur during sleep, surely this feature of
the concept is merely a technicality just so long as it is possible that instances
of this kind of experience occur when we are awake. For instance, if dreams
are hallucinations during sleep, then dreams and waking hallucinations are
both the same kind of experience, namely, hallucinations. A waking hallucination would have been a dream if S had been asleep when he had it, and a
dream would become a waking hallucination if it continued into S's waking
life. But it seems implausible that any kind of experience has, as an essential
characteristic, that it occurs only during sleep. Therefore, either we can
dream while we are awake or we can have the very same kind of experience
as a dream when we are awake. But if we can, for all intents and purposes,
dream while we are awake, then knowing I am awake is insufficient to know
that I am not dreaming. What epistemological advantage is there to knowing
I am wide awake, if I may still be dreaming?
Descartes construes dreams as a series of hallucinations ("illusions") during
sleep; the previous quotation suggests this is the Blumenfeld's view as well.
Hallucinations are typically defined as actual sense-experiences caused by
something other than their objects. Plainly it is Possible to hallucinate while
wide awake and not to know it. Certainly if S is wide awake and S attentively
believes that he is having vivid sense-experiences then he cannot be mistaken.
But vivid sense-experiences needn't be veridical; for any set of sense-perceptions there is a possible world in which qualitatively similar experiences are
caused by something other than their objects. The evidence for veridical
sense-perception is always inconclusive, and the fact that S knows he is wide
awake doesn't enable him to close the gap. There is no epistemological
advantage to knowing that I am wide awake if dreams are hallucinations. The
epistemological problem about dreaming collapses into the problem about
hallucinating; we need never have mentioned dreams at all.

IV

Is there a separate epistemological problem about dreaming? We can best
proceed by considering another question: What must dreaming be like if there
is a decisive epistemological advantage to knowing that one is wide awake.?
Obviously dreaming must be different from hallucinating. We need an account
of dreaming according to which
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Dreams aren't hallucinations.
It is possible to dream while wide awake.
When S isn't wide awake it is possible for S to mistake a dream
for veridical sense-perception.
When S isn't dreaming and knows he is wide awake, then S knows
he isn't dreaming.

What follows is just such an account. Of course, I cannot pretend that I am in
a position to prove its truth (though I certainly believe it is true). Still, it is
worth considering an account of dreaming which, if true, would solve the
skeptical problem. Further, this account is interesting because it is far more
plausible than its rival and is, I suspect, pretty much what we have in mind
when we talk about dreaming anyway.
If dreams aren't perceptual hallucinations, what are they? The obvious
alternative is that dreams are self-generating fantasies during sleep very much
like day-dreams. When we dream then we aren't presented with visual objects
in perceptual space, we merely fantasize that we are.11 Apparent differences
in the vivacity of waking versus nocturnal dreams are explained by the
difference waking and sleeping make to the perception of fantasy. As psychologist Jerome Singer writes
In daydreaming, o f course, we are constantly aware of being awake. Our processing o f

stimuli from the physical environment (unless we lean back and shut our eyes for a
period of time) goes on, to some degree. Our waking fantasies therefore tend to be less
vivid and are not, of course, taken as "real" in the same way that nocturnal dreams are. 12
This theory has obvious advantages: it provides a more unified and conservative account of mental life than its rival, for it assimilates dreaming to a
familiar mental process, fantasizing, common in waking subjects, as opposed
to a bizarre process, hallucinating, something most waking subjects never do.
It provides a simpler account of the relation between dreaming and daydreaming: they are essentially the same phenomenon. (If they were radically
different it would be more difficult to explain why they share important
features, for example, why both often function as wish-fulfillments). All
things being equal, we ought to construe dreaming in a way that makes it
easier, not more difficult to understand. Other considerations favor this
theory: Many dreamers testify that they do not dream in colors) 3 It seems
unlikely that actual perceptual experiences are colorless, though fantasy
images are often indeterminate in this way. This indeterminacy is worth
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emphasizing: if I fantasize that a well-dressed man is standing before me,
questions like "How many stripes were visible on his tie" need have no
answer; as Sartre puts it "the image ... suffers from a sort of essential poverty. ''14 But if I have the visual experience these questions do have an answer,
even if I didn't notice - the experience contains this information. Dreams are
typically indeterminate in this way; they have only the detail that we give
them.X s
This account drives a wedge between dreaming and hallucinating. Fantasies
are thoughts, not sense-experiences. We would never say that a man who is
actively hallucinating is day-dreaming. Macbeth, for instance, confronted with
the hallucinatory dagger isn't day-dreaming. Further, I can day-dream (or
fantasize) that I am in pain, but I cannot hallucinate that I am in pain. Hallucinations are actual sense-experiences caused by something other than their
objects, but the sense-experience of pain is pain, so i f I hallucinate that I am
in pain I have it and lack it both. Also, I can day-dream (or fantasize) that I
am in pain and not be in pain, but I cannot have the sense-experience of pain
and not be in pain. Therefore day-dreams (and dreams on our account),
unlike hallucinations, aren't sense-experiences. 16
This account satisfies the first two of the four conditions I listed earlier:
dreams aren't hallucinations and it is possible to dream while wide awake. Of
course, if I am absorbed in a day-dream I am merely awake, not wide awake;
to the extent that I am absorbed in fantasy I am not alert or attentive. But
I needn't be absorbed in a daydream to have one. There is nothing impossible
about having a self-generating fantasy and observing it in an utterly lucid and
attentive manner, though of course this isn't typical.
The account satisfies the third condition too: When S isn't wide awake it
is possible for him to mistake a dream for veridical sense-perception. For
when I am not wide awake then I am liable to be inattentive and confused;
further, in sleep I may not have sense-perceptions to use as a point of comparison. As Mary Warnock observes "... we have no concept (or a very faint
one) of actual perceptual objects, at the time when we experience the dream
objects". 17 In this condition I can readily become completely absorbed in a
self-generating fantasy, so that I come to believe it is real. Muddled, inattentive,
completely absorbed in fantasy in a sensory vacuum, it is possible (indeed it
is sometimes actual) that I believe a fantasy is veridical sense-experience.
The fourth condition is that S knows he isn't dreaming when he isn't
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dreaming and he knows he is wide awake. On this account, S isn't dreaming
when he is having sense-experience as opposed to fantasy. Suppose, then, that
S is confronted with vivid sense-experience and, further, that he knows he is
wide awake. Can he fail to know that he is confronted with vivid senseexperience as opposed to a mere day-dream, a series of images before the
mind's eye? Certainly he can mistake a fantasy for vivid sense-experience
when he is asleep and deeply absorbed in his imaginings. But as S knows that
he is wide awake he knows that he is neither asleep nor absorbed in a reverie;
he knows he isn't mistaken in that way. But there is no other way to be mistaken. A wide-awake man can immediately distinguish vivid sense-experience
from mere day-dreams; faced with paradigm sense-experience he knows these
aren't merely pictures before the mind's eye in the same way that he knows
that he isn't day-dreaming that he is in pain. This is the epistemologicai
advantage to knowing one is wide awake: though waking does not itself
exclude dreaming, sense-experience does and, when we are confronted with
vivid sense-experience and know that we are wide awake, then we know we
aren't dreaming.
But what ultimately is the difference between fantasy and sense-experience? Unless we know the answer to this question, how can we justify the
claim that we can mistake fantasy for sense-perception when we are asleep,
but can immediately distinguish vivid sense-experience from fantasy when we
are wide awake? It is worth noting that such theories typically do justify
these claims. According to Hume, the difference between sense-impressions
and ideas is a matter of "different degrees of force and vivacity": impressions
are "more lively perceptions" while ideas are "the less lively perceptions", is
Now if S is asleep he might believe a weak perception is a strong one, but if
he knows he is wide awake and, further, is having vivacious perceptions, surely he can immediately distinguish them from ideas. According to Sartre,
perception "posits its object as existing" while an image "presents its object
as n o t being". ~9 This makes it difficult to see how we could mistake images
for sense-experience; however this theory is the exception that proves the
rule, for Sartre struggles mightily to show that we can believe images are real
when we are sufficiently absorbed in fantasy, z~ This suggests that one of the
constraints on a theory of this kind is that it justify the two claims above.
Any theory of imagination, Sartre writes, "must account for the spontaneous
discrimination made by the mind between its images and its perceptions...".2~
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I submit that it must also a c c o u n t for the obvious fact that we can mistake
images for vivid sense-experiences w h e n we are asleep; if a t h e o r y d o e s n ' t do
this, we ought to l o o k for a n o t h e r .
To sum up: The state o f being wide awake is self-recognizing. I k n o w that
I a m wide awake right n o w because I a m wide awake, and this enables me to
recognize t h a t I am having sense-experience, n o t fantasy. This recognition
isn't e n o u g h for me to k n o w t h a t I am n o t hallucinating, b u t if dreams are
fantasies, that is a n o t h e r m a t t e r . Supposing t h a t I a m n o w a brain in a vat,
m y perceptions the p r o d u c t o f electrical stimulations b y the evil d e m o n , it is
still i n d u b i t a b l y certain t h a t I a m wide awake and n o t m e r e l y fantasizing.
Certainly I can believe this and be mistaken b u t w h e n m y belief is true it is
indubitable t h a t I a m not deceived. I f dreams are fantasies, sense-experience
is a certain indication b y w h i c h we can clearly distinguish the fact that we
a r e n ' t dreaming. Descartes need o n l y pinch himself.
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* I am indebted to many people for commenting on this paper, especially John Fisher
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